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BE COUNTEOQUS IN FORGIVIN 

Thomas J. Moore, | 

How much misery would be saved, 
OF pam nnd love's dejoction, 

If hard-felt word of tongues depraved 

Were not made love's reflection! 
If he who loves thee has done wrong 

Be bountecus in forgiving. 

For love can make the sinner strong 
In purit 
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An Interesting Game with Dick Bright 

Apologizing to the Minister. 

Baltimore Herald.) 
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| THE MORMON BELIEF. 
THE TRANSMIGRATION OF SOULS A 

PART OF THE MORMON CREED. 

Woman's Only Hope of Immortality 

How the Scul Achieves Divinity 

Polygnmy's Poeculinrities—hys- 

ical Superiority of Girls, 

Cor, San Francisco Post 
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CAN CER CURED. 
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Write for terme to KB Roonanneon & ( 
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'The Chea pest 
and Best 

The cheapest is not always the best, 

But the cheapest Ammoniated Bone 

| Phosphate that gives the be st result in 

A Cheap and Reliable Crop Produ. | 
cer that has given excellent results for 

five vears The best pract cal results 

| have been obtained by intelligent farme 

ers who use this brand season after 

gOALRON In preference to any 
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FORKS HOUSE 
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GOOD MEALS 

CLEAN BEDS. 
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ckford watch purchased Feb. 

9, has performed better than any 
Watch | ever bad. Have carried it 
every day and at no time has it been 
irregular, or in the least unreliable. I 
cheerfully recommend the Rockford 
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owned, and | bave had one that cost 
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Wateh to everybody who wishes a fine 
timekeeper, 

This is to certify that the 
Watch bought Feb. 22, 1579, has run 
very well the past year. Having set it 
only twice during that time, its only 
variation being three minutes. It has 
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Is prepared to do all kinds of Fancy 
and Heavy Harness Making st 

Reasonable Prices and 
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